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ABSTRACT

There is a need for modeling and performance eval�
uation techniques and tools for a fast and reliable
design of modern manufacturing systems� This pa�
per introduces TimeNETMS� a software tool which
integrates manufacturing system modeling and per�
formance analysis with an easy�to�use graphical user
interface� It is based on a concept of independent
models for the manufacturing system structure and
work plans� both using a dedicated class of colored
stochastic Petri nets� TimeNETMS is implemented as
an extension of the more general Petri net modeling
and analysis tool TimeNET� An industrial applica�
tion example shows the use of the tool�

� INTRODUCTION

Complex manufacturing systems require the use of
computers and software tools throughout their life
cycle� This fact is now well accepted for the online
control of manufacturing systems� But there are still
industrial projects where the design is done without
proper computational methods and tools� The results
are design errors that could have been avoided using
a modeling and analysis tool�

On the other hand� there are several modeling and
analysis techniques available that have been devel�
oped mainly in universities� Among them� Petri nets
with stochastic timing play a major role in the appli�
cation area of manufacturing systems ����

Integrated tools that are easy to use are necessary to
make those theoretical results applicable in industry�
That includes an up�to�date graphical user interface
as well as application domain speci�c modeling fea�
tures� The analysis and simulation techniques being
used have to be robust and fast�

This paper describes the new modeling and per�
formance analysis tool TimeNETMS 	TimeNET for
manufacturing systems
� which implements the mod�

eling and analysis techniques described in ����� The
tool is a new extension of the more general modeling
and performance evaluation tool TimeNET 	Timed
Net Evaluation Tool� ��
� TimeNET uses non�Mar�
kovian stochastic Petri nets without colors for the
modeling and analysis of discrete systems�

The class of colored stochastic Petri nets used by
TimeNETMS has been introduced especially for the
modeling of manufacturing systems� Two color types
are prede�ned� Object tokens model workpieces inside
the manufacturing system� and consist of a name and
the current state� Elementary tokens cannot be dis�
tinguished� and are thus equivalent to tokens from
uncolored Petri nets� Places can contain only to�
kens of one type� The model of the manufactur�
ing cells structure re�ects the layout� which makes
it easier to understand� Textual descriptions needed
in colored Petri nets for the de�nition of variables
and color types can be omitted� and the speci�cation
of the types of places and arcs are implicitly given�
TimeNETMS supplies a library of template models for
typical machines and their failure�and�repair behav�
ior� The models are hierarchically structured� which
is necessary to handle complex systems�

Structure and work plans are modeled independently
using this net class� This is important for the evalu�
ation of di�erent production plans� where the struc�
tural model is not changed� The structural model de�
scribes the abilities and work plan independent prop�
erties of the manufacturing system resources� such
as machines� bu�er capacities� and transport con�
nections� Production route models specify the work
plan dependent features of the manufacturing system�
Each route can be thought of as a path through the
manufacturing system� Later on� the di�erent model
parts are automatically merged resulting in a com�
plete model� which then includes both the resource
constraints of the system and the synchronization of
the production steps�



Finally� measures of interest are obtained from the
complete model� The correct behavior of the modeled
system can be checked with an interactive simulation
	token game
� Quantitative properties are derived by
numerical analysis or simulation� showing the perfor�
mance and dependability of the considered system�
The design process becomes more reliable with the
opportunity to calculate system properties� An op�
timization is possible by evaluating and comparing
measures of interest for di�erent model variations�

Several software tools are related to TimeNETMS�
DesignCPN supports colored Petri nets ��� without
being specialized for an application area like man�
ufacturing systems� It is thus more powerful but
not as easy to use for the modeling of manufacturing
systems� As DesignCPN is not intended for perfor�
mance evaluation of stochastically timed models� it
does not o�er the necessary analysis and simulation
techniques�

XPN�FMS is a tool for the modeling� structural anal�
ysis� and interactive simulation of manufacturing sys�
tems ���� However� it is limited to decision�free Petri
nets without distinguishable tokens� This makes its
application to real�life manufacturing systems practi�
cally impossible�

The tool GRAMAN ��� o�ers separate modeling of
production routes and manufacturing system struc�
ture� While for the work plans colored Petri nets are
used� the structure of the system is speci�ed with
prede�ned building blocks� An internal model is gen�
erated from these two descriptions� The connection of
submodels that are created from the building blocks
during this translation is done by fusing transitions
that represent synchronised activities� Unfortunately�
this means that those connections have to be known
at the time when the submodel is speci�ed� This
somehow contradicts the modularity of the speci�ca�
tion� The modeler has to learn two di�erent descrip�
tion languages before using the tool� Additionally�
it is not possible to specify machine properties that
depend on a processing task�

The paper is organised as follows� Section � intro�
duces the concepts of the graphical user interface of
TimeNETMS� In section � the computation of perfor�
mance measures by the tool is described� The sub�
sequent section illustrates the application using an
example� In the �nal section concluding remarks are
given�

� A GENERIC GRAPHICAL

USER INTERFACE

A graphical interface is necessary for user�friendly
speci�cation and analysis� The applied modeling and
analysis method makes use of several di�erent model
types� There are special model classes for the manu�
facturing system structure� the work plans� the com�
plete model� library templates� and so on�

We thus had to develop a user interface capable of
a number of model types� The existing interface of
TimeNET ��� was tailor�made for uncolored Petri
nets such as extended deterministic and stochastic
Petri nets� To include the new net classes and to be
able to adapt to future extensions easier� we decided
to implement a generic graphical user interface� It is
called Agnes 	a generic net editing system
 ��� and
is already used for other tools besides TimeNETMS�
This interface can be used for graphs with di�erent
node and arc types� Nodes can be hierarchically re�
�ned by underlying submodels� Agnes is implemented
with C�� and Motif�

Two design concepts have been included in the inter�
face to make it applicable for di�erent model classes�
A net class corresponds to a model type� Each net
class is de�ned by a text �le� In this �le� for each
node and arc type of the model the corresponding at�
tributes and the graphical appearance is de�ned� At�
tributes have types and identifying names� which can
be basic 	e�g� string� integer� real and �ag
� lists and
structures of other types� The shape of each node and
arc is de�ned using a set of primitives 	e�g� polyline�
ellipse� and text
� Line thickness� color� line style�
font and other shape attributes can be speci�ed as
well� Using shapes that depend on attribute values
of objects� it is for instance possible to show tokens
as dots inside places�

When the user interface is started� it generates the
necessary windows and icons from the textual net
class de�nitions� Without any programming the user
then has a graphical interface for his model class� with
all editing functions like save� load� undo� print� cut�
paste� and so on�

Functions beyond drawing a model depend on the
net class and require programming� Agnes o�ers the
possibility to implementmodules that are compiled
and linked to the program� Every time Agnes opens
or creates a new window� it calls each module� The
module can then tell the interface� whether it is ap�
plicable for the current net class or not� Additionally�



it can insert menu entries or add more complicated
functions� If the menu item is clicked by the user� the
corresponding module is called and can start a simu�
lation process for instance� Modules are therefore free
to either implement functions for one� several or all
speci�c net classes� An example of an implemented
module applicable without restrictions is an export
�lter to x�g� Modules can access the model through
an interface to Agnes�

Figure �� Screenshot of the graphical user interface

Figure � shows a sample screenshot of TimeNETMS�
The upper row contains some menus with usual ac�
tions for �le access� editing� and display options� The
most frequently used functions are also available by
clicking on one of the icons below� The third row
displays the current net class� Below that� the set
of model elements belonging to the net class are dis�
played on buttons� Each one is given as a picture icon
and an identi�er� Objects are grouped on buttons�

The main drawing area shows a part of the current
model� It can be edited with the mouse like using
a drawing tool� Double�clicking on an object brings
up a window with all attribute identi�ers and cur�
rent values of that object� like the �ring delay for a
transition�

� PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

WITH TimeNETMS

After specifying a manufacturing systems model us�
ing the described graphical interface� its performance
and dependability can be evaluated� Before doing
so� one should check whether the model correctly de�
scribes the system� Structural analysis methods can
be used for this task� Currently we are working on
their development and later implementation for the
dedicated class of colored Petri nets� A second debug�
ging tool is the token game� showing the states and ac�
tions of the system� With TimeNETMS the modeler is
able to either interactively check the model behavior
or to watch an automatic animation of it� However�
the main focus is on e�cient quatitative evaluation of
performance and dependability measures� Through�
put� utilisation� and availability are typical examples
for manufacturing system measures�

Firing times are associated with transitions for the
performance evaluation� We adopt the set of dis�
tributions as de�ned for extended deterministic and
stochastic Petri nets 	eDSPN
 here ���� They include
immediate� exponential� deterministic� and more gen�
eral transitions�

There are two possible methods for the computation
of performance measures� direct numerical analysis
and discrete event simulation� Depending on the
model and the measures to be evaluated� both have
their advantages and disadvantages� Direct numer�
ical analysis gives exact results and is often faster
than a simulation� However� if more than one tran�
sition with non�exponentially distributed �ring time
is enabled in one marking� or if the state space is
too large to be computed� simulation is the only
choice� As long as at most one of those transition
might �re in each marking� the underlying stochastic
process belongs to the class of continuous�time semi�
regenerative Markov processes ���� For this class nu�
merical analysis techniques are known ���� which have
been adapted to the net class used here and imple�
mented in TimeNETMS�

Figure � shows the interaction of the user interface
and other processes during a direct numerical analy�
sis� When the user clicks on the corresponding menu
item� an Agnes module 	see section �
 writes the
model description to a �le and invokes the subse�
quent processes� The reachability graph is computed
in the �rst step� Afterwards� the one�step probability
matrix P and the matrix of mean sojourn times C
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Figure �� Direct numerical analysis

have to be computed� For markings without enabled
non�exponential transitions� this can be done directly�
Other markings require a transient analysis of a sub�
ordinated stochastic processes� The corresponding
matrix entries are computed in parallel using random�
ization 	Jensens method
� The system of linear bal�
ance equations given by P 	embedded Markov chain

is then solved� and the C matrix is used to convert
the result into the time domain� Performance mea�
sures can be computed from the normalized resulting
vector of steady�state marking probabilities�

For an e�cient parallel discrete�event simulation a
master�slave concept is used ���� Figure � shows the
process interactions� The master process starts sev�
eral replications of slave processes on di�erent work�
stations� Each slave has a copy of the whole model
and simulates its behavior� Packets of measure sam�
ples are sent to the master� who uses spectral vari�
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Figure �� Distributed simulation

ance analysis to check whether the speci�ed accuracy
is reached� The con�dence level and maximum rel�
ative error of the measures can be set� The initial
transient phase of a simulation run is automatically
detected and ignored�

� AN APPLICATION EXAMPLE

An industrial application example is presented in
this section to explain the use of TimeNETMS� The
selected example is an assembly system producing
buckle pretensioners for car safety belts� This ex�
ample is used here only to explain the software tool
without going into the model details� Further infor�
mation on the manufacturing system can be found
in �����

Twenty di�erent parts have to be assembled� Most of
the �� stations in the system operate fully automatic�
there are only three manual workplaces� The di�erent
stations are organized in three circular assembly lines�
that the parts have to pass one after another� Each
circle consists of several conveyor belts and conveyor
switches� that connect the di�erent stations and act
as bu�ers�

The drawing area of the tool shown in Figure � con�
tains a part of the structural model� It describes
the �rst assembly circle of the manufacturing sys�
tem� Transitions model assembly stations and con�
veyor belts� Places are used for bu�ers and processing
places at assembly stations�
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Each substitution transition 	depicted as 
 is re�
�ned by a subpage that describes the behavior of
the resource with more detail� Submodels from a li�
brary of standardized building blocks 	templates
 can
be parameterized and instantiated while re�ning the
model� Each template has a set of parameters such as
processing times or bu�er capacities� By associating
values to the parameters� each of them represents a
class of structurally similar resources� They can be
used for the re�nement of substitution transitions� In
our example� the failure and repair behavior of all as�
sembly stations could be described with a submodel
as it is shown in Figure � Di�erent �ring times had
to be set for the transitions of each station model�

A production route model for each workpiece has to
be de�ned then� Figure � shows the top level of this
model for parts in the �rst assembly circle� This
model describes the sequence of processing steps and
transports for one part� Only elements of the corre�
sponding structural model 	identi�ed by their names

can be used here� The arcs are labelled with the
names of parts� showing the changes in their process�
ing state� The name of a part and its processing state
are separated by a dot�

Alternative routes of workpieces can be modeled us�
ing di�erent paths� with conditions and probabilities
assigned to them if needed� However� this was not
necessary for the work plan presented here� Condi�
tions decide which path might be chosen� thus al�
lowing the implementation of a scheduling strategy�
Usually� a work plan model consists of a linear se�
quence of places and transitions� An exception are
� in addition to alternative routes � assembly and
disassembly operations� where more than one input
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Figure �� Production route model

or output arcs are connected to a transition�

After the structure and the work plans have been
modeled with the software tool� di�erent analysis
methods can be applied� The models are automati�
cally merged to create a complete model� During this
process� the information contained in the production
route models are added to the structural model� This
is done by an Agnes module�

The resulting complete model can then be checked
with an interactive simulation or an automated vi�
sual animation� Afterwards� performance measures
of the modeled system can be computed using direct
numerical analysis or parallel discrete event simula�
tion 	as described in section �
�

Often it is desirable to evaluate the system perfor�
mance for di�erent parameter values in some given
range� The experiment module of TimeNETMS al�
lows the speci�cation and automatic computation of
such a problem� The parameter can be varied lin�
early or logarithmically� Gnuplot is started after the
computation to display the results graphically�

Each part inside an assembly circle is transported on
a carrier� An important question is thus the in�u�
ence of the number of carriers on the performance of
the assembly system� Figure � shows the throughput
measured in parts per hour of the assembly line� if
the number of part carriers is varied from � to ���
The throughput increases if the number of carriers is
raised in the range up to � carriers� The upper and
lower curves in Figure � show the impact of machine
failures on the total performance� The optimal num�
ber of available carriers can be obtained depending
on these results�
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� CONCLUSION

This paper describes TimeNETMS� a new software
tool for the modeling and performance analysis of
manufacturing systems� A special class of colored
Petri nets is used to specify independent models for
the system structure and the work plans� State�of�
the�art numerical analysis and simulation techniques
are implemented for the performance analysis� The
graphical user interface is generically implemented
and can thus be used for many types of graph�like
models� Usage of the tool has been demonstrated
with an industrial application example�

TimeNETMS and Agnes are available free of
charge for non�commercial use as part of the
tool TimeNET ���� They require a Sparc�
Station under Solaris� a Linux port is un�
der development� Further information can be
found at http���pdv�cs�tu�berlin�de��timenet

and http���pdv�cs�tu�berlin�de��agnes�
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